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Big Questions
What is dark matter?

What were the first
stars like?

The first stars formed in dark matter minihalos.
The distribution of dark matter in each minihalo was
affected by the condensation of the baryonic gas into a star.
Minihalos that hosted the formation of the first stars may now be
part of our Galaxy, constituting Milky Way dark matter substructure.
If dark matter is self-annihilating, then the annihilation
products carry information about the distribution and
properties of substructure today, which is related to the
formation rate and properties of the first stars.

The Recipe
1. Formation and Evolution of the First Stars
Begin with minihalos in the early universe, ~85% DM, ~15% H + He.
●

When H2 cooling becomes possible, the gas will collapse to form the first stars
(in a dark matter rich environment).

●

The gas cools and collapses, dark matter falls into the deepening potential well.

●

Stars end their lives by collapsing to black holes.

●

Dark Star Phase: The DM annihilation rate increases as the DM density
increases, and most annihilation products collide with baryons and heat the
baryonic cloud → phase in which DM heating powers the star.

The Recipe
1. Formation and Evolution of the First Stars
2. DM Spike
When a compact object forms at the center of minihalo, DM will be dragged into
and around the central body, creating a dark matter “spike.”
3. Cosmological Evolution: Determine the local distribution.
4. Direct and Indirect Signals
Direct observation with HST, JWST
Diffuse or cosmological signals from all DSs or spikes in the Universe
Signals from remnants in our Galaxy
➔ point sources (if they are bright enough)
➔ contribution the diffuse gamma-ray flux (if they are faint)
[See work by J. Silk. P. Gondolo, G. Bertone, A. Zentner, H. Zhao, M. Fornasa, M. Taoso, and others]

Nomenclature
●

Population III
★ Population III.1: ~zero metallicity (BBN abundances)
−
●

●

Population III.2: essentially metal-free, but gas partially ionized

Population II
●

●

unaffected by other astrophysical sources!

low metallicity relative to solar

Population I
●

luminous, hot and young – like our Sun

Dark Star Phase?
●

If dark matter particles annihilate, and if a Pop III.1 star formed
at the center of minihalos at high redshift (ρ ~ (1+z)3):
●

DM annihilation rate enhanced ~ρ2

●

Could DMA products “power” the star?
●

Three Conditions:

Spolyar et al. (2008+)

1. Sufficiently high DM density for large annihilation rate
2. Annihilation products get stuck in star
3. Dark matter heating is dominant

1. Sufficiently high DM density
Adiabatic Contraction
Look at DM density in collapsing protostar:

Figure from Freese et al. (2008)
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Note: Even with AC DM profiles, Dark
Matter makes up less than 1% of the
mass of a Dark Star.

See also
Natarajan, Tan, O’Shea (2009)

2. Annihilation products stuck in star
DM Heating Rate

Everything except neutrinos will interact with
the baryons:

This process is extremely efficient, For sufficiently high baryon densities,
DMA products get trapped.
converting ~2/3 of the DM massenergy into power for the star, and
takes place over a huge volume.
Nuclear fusion is only ~1% efficient
and only takes place in the core.

3. DM heating dominates
Protostellar Evolution
Once black dots are reached,
• DM heating dominates over (H2) cooling
inside the star
• Collapse continues until equilibrium is
reached
For 100 GeV WIMPs:
Core size is ~17 AU
Mass is ~0.6 Msun
When hydrostatic and thermal
equilibrium are reached, the Dark Star
phase begins: star is powered by DMA.

Freese et al., IAU Symp. (2008)

Dark Star Evolution

Dark Star
●

●

●

●

Bigger Black Hole

In the most basic case, DM in center of Dark Star annihilates away.
Centrophilic Particle Orbits: Continuous gravitational infall of
particles that pass near the core of the Dark Star. For (initially) triaxial
halos, an O(1) fraction of DM particles would remain on centrophilic
orbits. See work by Valluri et al.
Dark Matter Capture: DM particles elastically scatter with nuclei in
the star, reducing their velocity to below the escape velocity.
Continuously feeds the Dark Star with new DM fuel.
These different mechanisms that
prolong the Dark Star phase lead
to stars with different properties!

The Dark Star phase may be very
long-lived, resulting in super massive
stars and black hole remnants.

Detection
1. Direct observation with HST or JWST
Individual DS’s could be seen
by JWST out to high redshift.
• Zackrisson et al. (2010a,b):
Magnification necessary
(foreground cluster)

Ilie et al. (2011)

104 s
106 s

Ask Pat for details.
• Ilie et al. (2011):

Detection
1. Direct observation with HST or JWST
2. Diffuse or cosmological signals from all DS’s in the Universe
➔ extragalactic background light (EBL) contribution from DS phase
➔ accumulated flux from DMA around cosmological remnant BHs
➔ photons
➔ neutrinos
➔ reionization (could be delayed if DS sustained by DM capture)
➔ 21cm
➔ BH mass function
➔ gravitational waves from DS mergers
➔ radio signal from synchrotron radiation of charged annihilation products
around remnant BHs

Detection
1. Direct observation with HST or JWST
2. Diffuse or cosmological signals from all DS’s in the Universe
3. Signatures of remnants in our Galaxy
➔ point sources (if they are bright enough)
➔ gamma rays
➔ neutrinos
➔ contribution the diffuse flux (if they are faint)
➔ gamma rays
➔ neutrinos
➔ charged leptons, (anti)protons, etc.
Sandick Diemand, Freese, Spolyar (2011)
Sandick & Watson (2011)
Sandick, Diemand, Freese, Spolyar (2012)
Stephens & Sandick (in progress)

Heger and Woosley (2002)

Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope
Can we use FGST data to
constrain early star
formation and/or models of
dark matter annihilation?
Diffuse Gamma-Ray Flux

Acero et al. (2015 ); Ackerman et al. (2015);
Abdo et al. (2010)

DMA in a Single Spike
●

Annihilation Rate

●

Luminosity

10 M⊙
100 M⊙
1000 M⊙

W b μτ

●

Increasing black hole mass means bigger spike, so higher luminosity.

●

Increasing WIMP mass means fewer in each spike, so lower luminosity.

●

Leptonic final states less luminous (especially muons – FSR only)

End of Population III.1
Pop. III.1 Star Formation Rate

The number of BH
remnants (and spikes) in
our Galaxy depends on
the duration of the epoch
of Pop. III star formation
during which DS’s could
have formed.

Parametrize end of
Population III.1 star
formation:
Greif & Bromm (2006)

Early

zf = 23

Intermediate

zf = 15

Late

zf = 11

End of Population III.1
100 M๏

(circular orbits)

profile depends
on redshift of formation
ρ ~ (1+z)3

Parametrize end of
Population III.1 star
formation:
Greif & Bromm (2006)

Dark Matter
Spike Profiles

Early

zf = 23

Intermediate

zf = 15

Late

zf = 11

Remnant Distribution
Via Lactea II Cosmological N-body Simulation
Particle Mass = 4.1 x 103 Mʘ

Diemand et al. (2008)

Remnant Distribution
●

Given ranges for redshift and minihalo mass, use VL2 simulation to find
the distribution today of DM spikes (assuming each hosted a star)
Early

409

Intermediate

7983

Late

12416

Bertone, Zentner
1027 ± 84
& Silk (2005)

fDS ≡ fraction of Pop. III.1-capable minihalos
that actually hosted a Pop. III.1 star
Actual Nsp = fDS · Total Possible Nsp

Diffuse vs. Point Source Flux
●

Two ways they could show up: FSC and EGB both Abdo et al. (2010)

●

DM spikes may already show up as point sources in the FGST catalog.
●

Brightest one can't be brighter than the brightest observed source →
minimal distance, DminPS

●

If a source is far enough away [dim enough], FGST won't be able to pick
it out as a point source → maximal distance for point sources, DmaxPS

➔ How many point sources are there? Does the number predicted by
simulations agree with the number of unassociated FGST sources?
What can we learn about the number of these objects that formed in the
early universe?
●

If spikes are dim enough [far enough away], they won't be identifiable as
point sources, and would contribute to the diffuse gamma-ray flux.
➔ Does the expected diffuse flux from all non-PS spikes overproduce the
FGST-measured diffuse flux?

Point Sources
W b μτ
GC
1 kpc

DmaxPS: maximal distance at
which a PS would be bright
enough to have been identified by
FGST in the first source catalog

100 GeV
1 TeV

DminPS: minimum distance at
which a PS can be located so that
it's not brighter than the brightest
FGST point source

GC
1 kpc

Constraining fDS
●

With point source population (“Point Source Constraint”):

Require an expectation of <1 spike within DminPS of our Solar System.

fDS = 1

Diffuse Flux
zf = 23

mX = 100 GeV

XX→bb

mX = 100 GeV

XX→µ+µ-

zf = 15

zf = 11
mX = 1 TeV

mX = 1 TeV

100 M⊙
1000 M⊙

XX→bb

XX→µ+µ-

Constraining fDS
●

With point source population (“Point Source Constraint”):

Require an expectation of <1 spike within DminPS of our Solar System.

●

With diffuse flux (“Diffuse Constraint”):

Require that the diffuse flux not exceed the EGB by more than 3σ.

Constraining fDS
diffuse → open

point source → filled

zf = 23
zf = 15
zf = 11

slightly less conservative approach
●

The brightest point source is associated with the Vela Pulsar.

●

It is extremely unlikely that the brightest DM spike is located
exactly along our line-of-sight to Vela.

●

Furthermore, it is even more unlikely that in addition to the
brightest spike being in line with Vela, the second brightest
spike is also located along our line-of-sight to a very bright
associated FGST point source.

●

What if we require that the brightest spike not be brighter than
the brightest unassociated FGST point source?

slightly less conservative
diffuse → open

point source → filled

zf = 23
zf = 15
zf = 11

Constraining fDS
diffuse → open

point source → filled

zf = 23
zf = 15
zf = 11

Fermi Constraints on DM Spikes
from the First Stars
●

Example of how to place limits on the fraction of minihalos in the early
universe that could have hosted formation of Population III.1 stars (robust w.r.t.
uncertainties about inner halo dynamics).
●

Scenarios with the most massive black holes considered are strongly

constrained for most dark matter annihilation models.

●

●

In some cases, even 100 Msun black holes are somewhat constrained.

●

The smallest black holes considered are largely unconstrained
(Population III.1 remnants?).

Fermi may have already seen some of these things. >1000
unassociated sources in 3FGL. eg. Buckley & Hooper (2010) analysis
● HST and JWST..?

Radio Signals
DMA in extragalactic structures is one potential explanation for the radio excess
observed by ARCADE-2. eg. Fornengo et al. (2011); Hooper et al. (2012)
Challenges: light DM (<50 GeV) annihilating into leptonic final states is
preferred, but tension with AMS-02. Fairbairn & Grothaus (2014)
Note:
Cosmological signal from DS remnants may help explain the excess:
★ different DM clumping than one would otherwise expect
Utah undegrad Matt Stephens
Hooper et al. (2012)
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Synchrotron Radiation

• Radio sky temperature from synchrotron of DMA products in DM spikes.
• This could be ONE possible component.
• Is this consistent with indirect detection constraints and (dark) star formation
picture?

Summary
★ The fist stars may have experienced a phase where they were powered
by DM annihilation (rather than nuclear fusion) → Dark Stars.
★ In some cases, the Dark Star phase could have lasted a very long time,
potentially until today!
★ These stars would have been very large (up to ~106 Msun) and very
bright (up to ~1010 Lsun), such that they may be observable with JWST
out to redshifts of ~15 or so.
★ Each would leave a BH remnant surrounded by a DM spike, which
could be observable using various DM indirect detection techniques.
★ Dark matter could have played a critical role in the lives of the very
first stars in the Universe, and observing these objects would help
us understand the nature of dark matter.

EXTRA SLIDES

What about mergers?
●

If two black holes merge, their DM spikes would be destroyed, leading to
an overestimate of the number of spikes in our Galactic halo.

fraction of all potential DM
spikes to survive until z = 0

●

●

fraction of viable minihalos to have
hosted Population III.1 stars

fraction of DM spikes
destroyed in mergers

Estimates show:
➔ fmerged

< 0.5 in all cases

➔ fmerged

is really only significant for the largest black holes and f0DS ≈ 1.

In most cases, fmerged → 0, and fDS → f0DS.
Pearl Sandick, U of Utah

Light Dark Matter Spikes

zf = 23
zf = 15
zf = 11

Non-Thermal Dark Matter?
●

What can we learn about dark matter if we know something
about the star formation history? Sandick & Watson, arXiv:1102.2897
➔ Fix fs and mBH.
➔ Find maximum possible annihilation cross section.
Limit for unassoc. source, fDS = 10-3

Excluding inner 5 kpc!!
diffuse → open

point source → filled

mX = 100 GeV
XX→bb

mX = 1 TeV
XX→bb

mX = 100 GeV
XX→µ+µ-

mX = 1 TeV
XX→µ+µ-

Pearl Sandick, U of Utah

Constraining fDS
diffuse → open

point source → filled

mX = 100 GeV
XX→bb

mX = 1 TeV
XX→bb

mX = 100 GeV
XX→µ+µ-

mX = 1 TeV
XX→µ+µ-

Pearl Sandick, U of Utah

Positrons
●

DM annihilations in a nearby spike could be causing PAMELA positron
excess. Hooper, Stebbins & Zurek (2009); Bringmann, Lavalle & Salati (2009)
10 M⊙
100 M⊙
1000 M⊙

W b μτ

Pearl Sandick, U of Utah

Neutrino Flux from DM Spikes
●

●

Diffuse Flux: hidden by atmospheric neutrino background
Point Sources: not brighter than Super-Kamiokande point source flux
limit [note: not full-sky].

GC

GC

1 kpc
1 kpc

ν

Pearl Sandick, U of Utah
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